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What's Matcha
Written by : Sayo Watanabe
Do you know what’s Matcha?
Matcha is Japanese green tea. Not only that, Matcha is
super food for our health.
800 years ago, it is said Eisai Zenshi brought back tea
seeds from Song in China, which is the source of the
current tea culture in Japan. They drank tea with
powdered, it was same way to drink Matcha. Uji is close to
the capital of Kyoto in Japan. The fog, it called “The river
fog of Uji” and the warm climate are said to be suitable for
tea cultivation, so it has developed significantly.
In the Muromachi period, matcha become the culture of
Japan by Sen no Rikyu. Many Samurai loved to drink
Matcha.
Now, matcha is not just a drink. It used for many sweets
or foods, it called “Matcha Flavor”.
After that, Matcha has 6 special effects. It is Obesity
prevention, Anti-Aging, Relax, Dementia prevention,
Beautiful skin, and Prevention of tooth decay. Matcha was
made from tea leaves and it was grinded into powder. So
we can get all nutrients of tea, so easily. Matcha is best
medicine for us.
If you want to be a healthy, you can try Matcha!!
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New staff in International Sales Division
Ms. Sayo Watanabe
Year : 3 months / In charge : Southeast Asia
●Why did you choose this job?
I studied Indonesian for 4 years at university in Chiba. I wanted to
use my language skills in work and interested in work related to
overseas.
In addition, I love countryside. For that reason, I backed to my
hometown, and I found this job.
●Do you enjoy work?
I am enjoying my work. It is because I am doing a job that interests
me. For example, trade. I am just only 2 months since I joined the
company, but I would like to be a familiar with trade. In addition,
sometimes I can use Indonesian. It is my big motivation now.
●Which country do you like?
I like Indonesia because I was studying abroad in Indonesia for 1
year. I like Indonesian foods. Especially, Soto. It is a kind of chicken
soup rice and so delicious! Not only that, but I also love the
atmosphere and personality of Indonesian. They are so kind and
friendly. Life in Indonesia is so match for me. I think Indonesia is the
country can relax.
●What do you want to be in terms of work?
I want to be able to prepare for trading from scratch by myself, but I
don’t have enough knowledge now. For that, I have to study trade
and trade term. Not only that, I want to continue studying English
and Indonesian so that I can use them at work.

Matcha sweets

☜ Click
Cited from : https://www.matcha.co.jp/matcha/merit/
https://www.yamamasa-koyamaen.co.jp/matcha/basic/matcha-history.html

●What has changed since you started working?
I went to bed early at the same time every day and started getting
up early!
When I was university student, my lifestyle habit was not too good
for health.
I want to continue this lifestyle, because I think this style will be
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MK ITEM / INTERCHANGE NEWS
November New Item Information
■BRAKE PAD
Quotation
Month

MK No.

Position

Application

D1339H

Front

Nissan QASHQAI JJ10E,J11E(1200cc,1600cc,2000cc) 13.12- <EUR,CAN,CHN,ZAF,GEN>

Made in Indonesia

Nssan X-TRAIL T32,T32Z (2000cc,2500cc) 14.02- <EUR,CHN,LA,GCC,GEN>

FMSI No:

Nissan ROGUE T32 (2500cc) 13.10- <USA,CAN>

D1737

November. 2021

Nissan ROGUE SPORT J11 (2000cc) 17.03-- <USA>

D9074MH

Front

Suzki WAGON-R A6A306 (660cc) 17.07- <LKR>

Made in Indonesia

Suzki ALTO HA36S (660cc) 14.12- <JPN>
Suzki HUSTLER MR92S (660cc) 20.01- <JPN>
Suzuki SPACIA,SPACIA GEAR MK53S(660cc) 17.12- <JPN>

November. 2021

Mazda CAROL HB36S (660cc) 15.01- <JPN>
Mazda FLAIR MJ55S,MJ95S(660cc) 17.03- <JPN>

November New Item Drawing Information
■BRAKE PAD

Valuable Information
■Newly start Product at Indonesia Factory (Existing MK Item)
D1286M / D1339 / D3144M / D5223M / D9074M

are available in Indonesia from November order.

■Interchange Information (Existing MK Item)
MK No.

Position

Application

Year

D11268MH

Front

HYUNDAI VERNA (1400cc,1600cc) <IND>

2011.03-2017.05

D11283MH

Front

HYUNDAI CRETA (1400cc,1500cc) INDIA PLANT <EUR,IND,GEN,ME>

2020.04-

D11355MH

Rear

HYUNDAI CRETA (1400cc,1500cc) INDIA PLANT <EUR,IND,GEN,ME>

2020.04-

D11355MH

Rear

HYUNDAI I20 (1000cc,1200cc,1400cc) <EUR,TUR>

2020.07-

D11355MH

Rear

HYUNDAI I10 (1200cc) <EUR,TUR>

2019.11-

D11352MH

Rear

HYUNDAI KAUAI,KONA (1000cc,1600cc) <EUR>

2020.10-

D11352MH

Rear

HYUNDAI KAUAI,KONA HYBRID (1600cc) <EUR>

2019.05-

